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Review of Drew & Victoria of Nottingham

Review No. 116850 - Published 13 May 2014

Details of Visit:

Author: hxxx
Location 2: Derby Road
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 7 Apr 2014 13:30
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Spangles
Phone: 01159791901

The Premises:

Spangles is a really friendly place. Everyone who works there is very welcoming and the
receptionist is a star. The rooms are rather small (barely big enough for a massage table) and the
piped radio is annoying (it was quite surreal to hear the traffic report during a live lesbian sex show)
but I love this place all the same. It's safe and clean.

The Lady:

Both Drew and Victoria look like proper porn stars - very sexy with incredibly curvy bodies: long legs
(approx 5'8" tall), round arses and large perfect tits, but in the end it was Victoria's smouldering
eyes that brought me off.

The Story:

I just went in for a massage and covered blow job and ended up with a full-on threesome. The
receptionist was a great saleswomen and clocked that after I'd seen the two women it would be
impossible for me to refuse either of them. The girls were kitted out with wonderfully sexy
underwear but once they started giving me a massage, I couldn't wait for them to take it off. The
experience of two pairs of perfect tits in my lucky face is something I hope I'll never forget. The blow
jobs that followed from each of them were both so good that I literally nearly blew my load in a
minute and I had to keep pushing them away. I'm a bit of a newbie to this and was a bit shocked
that they didn't put a rubber on me first but couldn't say no once they'd started sucking. Sex started
doggie style with Victoria as she went down on Drew and again it was almost too much too soon! I
somehow managed to hold back and we switched to other positions with both girls working hard to
ensure I had an amazing time. I switched to Drew before the end which she said should have cost
extra (even though I'd booked for two girls it costs extra to fuck both of them) but I managed to
haggle by promising to write this review. It had to end somewhere and they brought me off over
their incredible tits with a hand job and a glance from Victoria. A fantastic experience from two
wonderful girls in a great venue. I'll be back. Thank you.
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